
Wrestler  of  the  Day  –
December 15: Terry Taylor
This  is one of those wrestlers that I really don’t care for all that
much: Terry Taylor.

Taylor got his start back in 1979 and we’ll pick things up in Memphis on
January 8, 1983.

Bobby Eaton/Sweet Brown Sugar vs. Jacques Rougeau/Terry Taylor

Rougeau is the Mid-America Champion and Taylor is the Southern Champion.
Sugar is more famous as Koko B. Ware. Taylor and Eaton get going to start
and things speed up, which you know is going to be at least moderately
awesome. Off to Sugar who is immediately taken over in a headlock by
Taylor. Rougeau comes in and things slow down a bit. We get a test of
strength resulting in Rougeau monkey flipping Sugar down.

Back to Eaton who is taken down by another headlock as things slow down
even more. Eaton has black hair here which is an odd look on him. The
heels finally wake up and cheat to take over on Jacques. Taylor gets a
quick hot tag and cleans house, only to get poked in the eye and taken
down. Sugar works on his back and then the arm as the fans are WILD about
Taylor. Back to Eaton with a knee drop for no cover.

Sugar comes in again and I think this is 2/3 falls. They’re really bad
about letting us know these things in advance. I get that it’s a common
thing of the era, but if you’re someone like me who doesn’t get to see
this regularly, a little notification would help. Taylor finally gets
away from Eaton and it’s off to Rougeau for a quick middle rope dropkick
on sugar, good for the first fall.

We start fall #2 with Sugar taking over on Rougeau. Back to Eaton as
Jacques is in trouble early on. After some quick offense from Eaton,
Sugar comes back in for a fast chinlock. Rougeau misses a cross body out
of the corner as Eaton ducks and gets two off of it. Jacques finally
makes a comeback but doesn’t tag for some reason. Eaton trips him up
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coming off the top, allowing Sugar to drop an elbow on him for two.

Rating: C. There’s no time for a third fall so this is going to end in
another draw. This wasn’t bad and it was fast paced enough, but I’m not a
big fan of Koko and I’m certainly no fan of Taylor. Still though, this
was certainly interesting enough to keep my attention for the last
fifteen minutes of the show. Not great but not bad so we’ll go right in
the middle.

Off to the NWA at Starrcade 1985 after Taylor had started to make a name
for himself in the territories.

National Title: Buddy Landel vs. Terry Taylor

Landel is challenging and this is for the Georgia Championship Wrestling
main title. Terry, I think the face in this match, takes Buddy down to
start and gets some fast near falls off various leverage moves. Landel is
basically a Ric Flair tribute wrestler, even using the Nature Boy as his
ring name. Buddy fires back but runs into a boot in the corner from the
champion.

Terry goes after the arm so Buddy pulls back and BLASTS him with a single
right hand to knock Taylor down. That looked great. Here’s JJ Dillon to
cheer on his man Landel. I’m not sure why he wasn’t here to start with
but whatever. Anyway Terry gets clotheslined down but comes back with a
counter to a suplex for two.

Off to a camel clutch by Landel which goes on for a bit as JJ talks a lot
of trash. Terry starts to fight out and dropkicks buddy down before
standing on his face. That’s a new one. The referee is knocked down so JJ
throws in a foreign object and Taylor gets knocked silly for a very close
two. Terry comes back and loads up a superplex, only to have Dillon trip
him down and let Buddy land on top for the pin and the title.

Rating: D+. Not much to see here but then again neither guy was ever
anything of note to begin with. Buddy would be thrown out of the company
a few months later due to drug problems and Dusty would get the title as
a result. Taylor would go on to the UWF and then the WWF, where he would
become a half man half rooster. Wrestling is funny like that sometimes.



Off to the UWF on March 7, 1987.

Tag Titles: Eddie Gilbert/Sting vs. Terry Taylor/Chris Adams

Taylor and Adams are defending. Sting is in street clothes for some
reason. Gilbert says Sting has torn his bicep so a guy named Mike Boyette
is replacing him for one night. Eddie and Taylor start us off and here’s
King Parsons for no apparent reason. The match starts and he jumps on the
mic to say hang on a second. He calls out Adams as a jailbird and a
sucker, which draws Adams out of the ring. Ok so now back to the match.

It’s Gilbert vs. Taylor still and now off to Adams who throws Gilbert
around. Boyette comes in as does Taylor and the heels take over on him.
Neckbreaker gets two for Gilbert as does a suplex. Taylor manages to tag
as does Gilbert and we’re out of time. The credits roll but Adams hits a
quick superkick to retain. I’m not rating it due to the length that we
actually saw, since most of the match was the Parsons thing.

Taylor would win the UWF TV Title and defended it in a unification match
at Starrcade 1987.

NWA TV Title/UWF TV Title: Nikita Koloff vs. Terry Taylor

This is a unification match between the two Television Titles. Taylor has
Eddie Gilbert with him as backup. Taylor grabs a headlock to start but is
easily run over by a shoulder block. They head to the corner and
amazingly enough we get a clean break. We go to another corner and Taylor
tries a cheap shot, only to get punched in the face by Nikita. Taylor
cranks on the arm so Nikita sticks his tongue out at him and puts on an
armbar of his own.

Terry headbutts out of the hold but Nikita rams him shoulder first into
the buckle. More right hands have no effect at all and Nikita cranks away
on the wristlock into a hammerlock. Koloff muscles him down into a cover
but Taylor makes the ropes and heads outside. Back in and Taylor talks
some trash, earning himself a slap in the face. A backdrop gets two on
Terry and its time for more stalling on the floor.

Nikita gets tired of waiting and pulls Taylor back in so he can put the



hammerlock right back on. After a rope breaks saves Taylor, he pounds on
Nikita in the corner but misses an elbow drop. Back to the armbar which
has dominated this match so far. They get back up again and Taylor pounds
away, only to be choked to the mat. The Russian Sickle misses though and
Nikita charges into the buckle. They head outside with Taylor ramming
Nikita’s shoulder into the post to take over.

The match slows down a lot as Taylor’s offense isn’t exactly suited to
beat on someone like Koloff. He stays on the arm but can’t bring Nikita
down into a sunset flip. Koloff blocks a suplex and takes the smaller guy
down with a suplex of his own. Nikita has enough of the pounding and
fights back with a bunch of right hands in the corner. Taylor comes out
with an atomic drop to get two of his own and Koloff’s momentum is
stopped cold.

A rollup gets two for Nikita as the fans are finally starting to get into
the match. Terry loads up a piledriver but gets backdropped down and
punched in the face. They head to the floor again but Gilbert hits Koloff
in the knee to give Nikita control again. Off to a figure four on the
Russian which gets a few near falls (the figure four can be used as a pin
if the guy in the hold doesn’t raise his arms). Koloff finally gets the
ropes and beats up Gilbert before hitting the Sickle on Taylor for the
pin and the titles.

Rating: D+. This didn’t work for me. It was nearly twenty minutes long
and way too much of that was spent in a hammerlock. I’ve never been a fan
of Taylor but at least Koloff was there with the hard hitting stuff to
make things somewhat interesting. This wasn’t terrible but it was too
long and dull for what it was worth.

Soon after this it was off to the WWF as the Red Rooster, the wrestling
bird. Somehow he stuck with the character for years and yes it crippled
his career. He started off well though, appearing in the main event of
Survivor Series 1988.

Team Mega Powers vs. Team Twin Towers

Hulk Hogan, Randy Savage, Koko B. Ware, Hillbilly Jim, Hercules



Big Bossman, Akeem, Ted DiBiase, Red Rooster, Haku

Savage is world champion and this is based on a tag team feud which would
be blown off in a huge live match on February 3. Hogan comes out to his
own theme music after his partners all used Savage’s. This is actually a
plot point as the Mega Powers would explode because Savage thought Hogan
was taking his spotlight. It’s a Wrestlemania rematch with Savage vs.
DiBiase to start things off.

They knock each other down with DiBaise taking over in the corner. The
champ comes back with right hands and a clothesline. Off to Hercules who
is feuding with DiBiase as Ted had called Hercules a slave, prompting a
face turn. Instead Herc gets the Red Rooster who doesn’t do well at all,
which is the idea. Heenan said he could take anyone, even Rooster, to the
top. Off to Koko who gets in a shot to Ware and it’s off to Akeem (One
Man Gang).

Haku comes in with a chop but misses a legdrop and it’s back to Herc. I’m
not sure why when you have Hogan and Savage on the apron but whatever.
Now it’s off to Hogan and the place erupts. He takes Haku down and drops
some elbows before bringing Hillbilly in for a quick main event
opportunity. Akeem comes in and runs Jim over before bringing Rooster in.
Even Gorilla found that stupid. Jim doesn’t do much to Rooster so here’s
Koko instead.

Rooster rams Koko’s head into the buckle, but see, Koko is black so it
doesn’t hurt. A missile dropkick gets two on Red and it’s off to Hogan.
The big boot sets up Savage’s elbow and it’s 5-4. Hogan’s team has a
massive in ring celebration while Bossman’s team hits the floor. Heenan
rips into Rooster as we get Savage vs. Haku. Haku chokes on the ropes but
Hogan makes a blind tag and, brace yourselves, actually loses a slugout!

Haku hits a nice dropkick but gets slammed down and it’s off to Herc. A
suplex puts Hercules down and it’s off to Akeem. A splash misses and it’s
off to Hillbilly who fires away with all he’s got. Jim’s big boot doesn’t
take Akeem down and a clothesline floors Jim. The 747 (big splash) gets
the pin and we’re tied up. Koko comes in and dropkicks Akeem in the back
before wisely bringing in Hogan to do the heavy lifting.



Back to the world champ with a double ax to the head but they can’t knock
Akeem down. Hercules pounds away a bit as does Koko with a dropkick only
sending Akeem into the corner. Akeem shrugs it off and hits Koko once to
take over. Off to Boss Man who hits his namesake slam to make it 4-3.
It’s Hogan in now and this is the match everyone has been wanting to see.

Hogan pounds him into the corner and everyone left on Hogan’s team
(Hogan, Savage, Hercules vs. Bossman, Akeem, DiBiase, Haku) gets in a
shot. Hogan easily slams the then bigger Boss Man but he charges into a
spinebuster. That looked really good too. Back to Akeem and the big men
hit a double elbow to take Hulk down. Off to Haku who gets in some shots
to the neck before tagging in Boss Man. I wonder why they’ve gone so long
since having DiBiase in there.

Naturally as I say that he comes in and clotheslines Hogan down. A
falling punch gets two but Hogan Hulks Up. Off to Hercules for some
revenge and some hard clotheslines and punches. Virgil trips him up
though and a school boy eliminates Hercules. It’s now 4-2 but Savage
charges in and rolls up DiBiase to pin him within about ten seconds.

Haku comes in again but misses a headbutt, allowing Hogan to get the tag.
Something like a superkick takes Hulk down and it’s back to Boss Man for
some headbutts tot he back. Akeem comes in for his usual shots before
it’s back to Haku again, who suplexes Hulk for two. It’s nerve hold time
followed by the Boss Man Slam for no cover. Instead Boss Man goes up and
misses a splash.

The hot tag brings in Savage who cleans house. Slick trips Randy up and
things slow down again. Boss Man puts on a bearhug as Slick goes after
Liz, grabbing her by the arm. Hulk makes the save and DRILLS Slick with a
right hand. The Towers go to handcuff Hogan to the rope but Boss Man gets
counted out in the process. Boss Man beats on Hogan with the nightstick
and then goes to beat on Savage. Akeem helps with that, drawing a DQ for
himself and getting us down to Hogan and Savage vs. Haku.

Hogan is still cuffed to the rope though so it’s basically a one on one
match. Haku beats on Savage as the camera is on the Towers leaving. Slick
has the keys and is taunting Hogan with them. Savage holds the rope and



avoids a kick but there’s no Hogan to tag. Haku accidentally superkicks
Slick and Liz raids his pocket to get the key. Hogan is freed and Haku
hits a top rope splash for two. Hot tag to Hogan and since it’s 1988, you
can fill in the ending for yourself.

Rating: C+. While not great, this was better than the previous match to
be sure. This would be part of the Mega Powers Exploding, as Savage would
be jealous of Hogan for getting the glory and not being there for him
earlier in the match. It’s no classic or anything, but 80s Hogan is
always fun.

Off to Saturday Night’s Main Event with #19.

Tito Santana vs. Terry Taylor

Remember that Heenan is on a mic so we can hear everything
that  he’s  saying.  Taylor  is  undefeated  somehow.  George
Steinbrenner is here. They speed it up so if nothing else it’s
interesting looking. Heenan argues with Steinbrenner which is
interesting as all goodness obviously. We shift over to a more
common style of match. This is interesting as it’s mainly just
Bobby talking and you rarely hear from him in the manager
role.

After some stupid stuff from Taylor Heenan goes off on him and
they shove each other. This is Santana doing most of the work.
Keep  in  mind  that  I  can’t  stand  Taylor  at  all.  This  is
horribly boring stuff. Santana gets a rollup for the pin. A
boring argument starts, leading to Taylor vs. Brooklyn Brawler
of all things. Heenan gets beaten up afterwards.

Rating: D. This was about as boring as you can ask for. It was
all storyline but they left out the interesting part of the
storyline. This was just boring as all goodness and I couldn’t
care less. Do you have any idea how hard it is to make a Tito
Santana match dull? Granted it didn’t help that the focus was
on Steinbrenner.

From Saturday Night’s Main Event #20.



Red Rooster vs. Brooklyn Brawler

The match starts while we’re in a break and it’s a squash.
It’s a minute long and Rooster wins with a small package. I
think that’s longer than the “blowoff” of Rooster vs. Heenan
at Mania.

And here is that match from Mania V.

Red Rooster vs. Bobby Heenan

There’s actually a backstory: Heenan managed Rooster but said he was
limited so Rooster dumped Heenan. Bobby is hurt so he brings the Brooklyn
Brawler with him. Those sentences take as long to type as the match lasts
as Rooster hits him once, Heenan misses a charge into the post, gets
whipped into the buckle and the match is over in 30 seconds. To recap,
Rooster beat him with an Irish whip.

That’s about the extent of the good in the Rooster run but we’ll wrap it
up with the last two big matches in 1989, starting at Summerslam.

Mr. Perfect vs. Red Rooster

Perfect is still perfect at this point. They shove each other around to
start until Hperfect shoves him down and hits a hiptoss. Things speed up
a bit with both guys running the ropes and Perfect trying a slam. Rooster
slips down the back and tries a slam of his own but can’t get Perfect up
in a weird spot. Perfect sends him to the floor for a second and pounds
away back inside, only to be shoved to the floor by Rooster. Perfect wins
a quick slugout on the floor before going inside for the PerfectPlex and
a very fast pin.

Rating: D. This was very odd with the match finishing out of nowhere
after no build at all. The match had to be cut for time or maybe an
injury because there’s no way this was the match they were planning. Or
maybe they didn’t have time because we needed Dusty to have an even
longer chinlock. These two are capable of having a far better match
though and did many times.

And ending at Survivor Series.



Dream Team vs. Enforcers

Dusty Rhodes, Brutus Beefcake, Tito Santana, Red Rooster

Big Bossman, Bad News Brown, Rick Martel, Honky Tonk Man

This is mainly over Dusty vs. Bossman which is Dusty’s first big feud in
the company. Dusty stole the nightstick and the hat which has ticked
Bossman off. The rest of the guys are there because it’s Survivor Series
and we need six more guys. Brutus’ music was awesome, just like the names
for the teams. Tito and Honky start things off and for the third straight
year Honky and Brutus are in the opening match on this show. I’m not sure
what that means.

Tito takes over quickly but Honky gets in one kick before RUNNING over to
make a tag to Martel. Rick dropkicks Tito down as Jesse talks about the
now broken up Strike Force. Tito atomic drops Martel for two and everyone
but Bad News gets in the ring at once. Nothing happens but it’s cool to
see. Brown not getting in is perfect for his character too. Off to the
Boss Man who is immediately armdragged down by Tito.

Off to Dusty who pounds away as the fans go nuts. Chicago was a big NWA
town so it’s easy to see why he’s popular. Brutus comes in to another pop
but Boss Man takes him down with a few shots to the back. Honky comes in
but misses a fist drop. Beefcake hammers away but Martel makes a blind
tag and takes over on Brutus. Rooster comes in and the place goes quiet.
When you can’t get a reaction in Chicago, things aren’t that good for
you.

Martel hits some knees to the face and it’s off to Honky who dances a
lot. Boss Man comes in and they slug it out with the big man taking over
with ease. Martel comes back in and drops some knees but gets rolled up
for two. Back to Honky as Rooster is in trouble. I’m digging these four
man versions already as the match seems less crowded and the guys can
stay in the ring a little longer. Rooster and Honky collide and it’s a
double tag to give us another battle of Strike Force.

Tito goes loco on Martel and beats him down, but Martel breaks the figure
four. Santana tries an O’Connor Roll but Martel rolls through and grabs



the trunks for the first elimination. Dusty comes in next and hits a
dropkick (and a decent one) followed by the big elbow…for two? We must be
in the WWF. Brutus comes in to work on the arm and stomp on Martel’s face
when he tries a reverse monkey flip.

Rooster comes in and can’t seem to figure out what to do with a headlock.
Martel is like screw you you nitwit and backbreaks him down. Off to Boss
Man who slaps on a bearhug. Gorilla keeps calling Brutus the team captain
but the team is called the Dream Team and Dusty came out last. Rooster
bites out of the hold and Boss Man tags Bad News who isn’t interested in
coming in.

After Bad News gets pulled in he takes over because he’s fighting a
freaking rooster. Just like last year though, Bad News accidentally gets
hit by his partner and he walks out. It’s three on three now and we have
Boss Man vs. Brutus. After the Barber gets beaten on some more it’s off
to Honky for a belly to back suplex. Out of nowhere Brutus hits a high
knee to Honky for the fast pin, making it 3-2 (Brutus, Dusty and Rooster
vs. Boss Man and Martel).

Martel immediately comes in and puts a chinlock on Brutus which doesn’t
last long. The second version of it does though as the match slows down a
lot. A backbreaker puts Brutus down and he goes into the buckle a few
times. Brutus grabs a sunset flip again out of nowhere to eliminate
Martel and it’s 3-1. Brutus tags in Rooster to throw a bone to Boss Man
and after some punches from Rooster, the Boss Man Slam gets the fast pin
and it’s 2-1.

Dusty is in next but it’s quickly off to Brutus for some knees to the
chest. Back to Dusty as the good guys are using some intelligence (yes,
Dusty and Brutus are using intelligence) with the fast tags. Boss Man
gets whipped into the ropes and Dusty takes him down with a cross body,
likely rupturing at least three vital organs of Boss Man and getting the
final pin. I may have been right about those organs.

Rating: C+. Nothing special here but it was fine for an opener. The fans
liked most of the good guys and other than Rooster, that was a solid set
of guys. The match wasn’t competitive or anything for the most part after



the first five minutes but there was nothing particularly bad about it I
guess.

It was back to WCW soon after this and we’ll start at Halloween Havoc
1990.

Bill Irwin vs. Terry Taylor

This is before Taylor is computerized and he’s no longer a farm animal.
Jack Brickhouse of the Chicago Cubs is on commentary here. He’s a
commentator so at least he has an idea here. The ring mat is red here and
the buckles are orange if I forgot to mention that. Taylor works on the
arm to start and things slow down a lot already. Irwin is a cowboy kind
of guy so he has the bandana around his neck.

Taylor comes back with a missile dropkick for two. He takes it to the mat
and hooks a headlock to slow things down again. Brickhouse used to be a
wrestling announcer apparently. Irwin takes over and rams Taylor into his
knee. A knee drop misses and it’s back to the headlock. Brickhouse snaps
off a bunch of names he’s watched over the years, including Gotch and
Hackenschmidt. Dang how old is this guy? His age would mean he couldn’t
have seen them so apparently the guy is a liar. Good to know.

Irwin takes over again and the announcers insult Gordon Solie a bit.
Brickhouse names off some other guys he used to watch, most of which
you’ve heard of. He also knows most of the modern guys which is
interesting. This guy could be a regular commentator. The match is being
TOTALLY ignore but to be fair, it’s nothing of note with mostly rest
holds. Irwin puts on a chinlock as JR is talking football.

There’s a boring chant going on now and it’s completely appropriate.
Dangerously tries to get the commentary back on the match but I really
don’t care to hear about it. Sleeper goes on as Brickhouse talks about
Verne Gagne developing that move. I seem to remember it being Johnny
Weaver but Gagne was certainly around first so maybe it was him. Then
again it’s just a choke so it’s kind of a stretch to say any one person
invented it.

A bridging belly to back gets two for Taylor but he walks into a



tombstone for the same. Now we’re talking about the WCW Top Ten which was
one of those things that was around for years but it never really meant
anything. They head outside and Irwin is knocked off the ramp to the
floor. Taylor takes over and drops a knee for two. Irwin chokes some more
but gets caught in a sunset flip for two. A small package gets the same
for Rooster Man, as does a rollup. Irwin puts him down with a spinebuster
but doesn’t cover him properly, allowing Taylor to roll him up for the
pin.

Rating: D-. What a boring match. Brickhouse, a guy that would have been
in his mid 70s at this point, was by far the most interesting thing here.
He seemed interested in being there and was talking wrestling almost the
entire match, which is far more than you’ll get from most guest
commentators. The match itself sucked as no one wanted to see it and
neither guy did anything to make it better.

Taylor would turn heel soon after this and had a match at WrestleWar
1991.

Z-Man vs. Terrance Taylor

Taylor is part of the York Foundation which is kind of a business
organization type of heel stable. It was just starting at this point and
would eventually get going in a few more months. This is No DQ after
three previous matches didn’t have a clean ending. The idea here is that
Alexandra York (Terri) has a computer that gives Terry a perfect plan for
the match. They start with some basic stuff and Terry bails to York for
instructions. They try it again and Terry gets punched in the face again.

After more talking with York it’s time for another punch from Z-Man and
it’s down to the mat. Zenk drills him again and it’s time to talk to the
computer. They slug it out and Zenk sends him into the ropes for a
backdrop for two. Time for the headlock again as this match keeps
starting and stopping which is what gets annoying about a lot of matches.

The headlock stays on even after Z-Man runs up the corner for a headlock
takeover. A belly to back finally breaks the hold and Nikita Koloff is in
the audience. Out to the floor and Taylor rams him into the barricade and
chokes away a bit with a camera cord. Back in and a backbreaker gets two.



Off to a camel clutch and let’s look at Hiro Matsuda in the crowd. Ok
then.

Zenk comes back with a clothesline over the top which is fine because
it’s a No DQ match, even though a clothesline over the top has been
perfectly legal in every other match ever in WCW. They head to the floor
again and Z-Man gets sent into the barricade. Z-Man comes back with a
neckbreaker and superkick for two. This is before Shawn popularized the
move so it looked a bit more exciting back then. An enziguri puts Taylor
down for two but as Z-Man comes off the top with the cross body, York
distracts the referee. Zenk yells at him long enough to get rolled up
with tights for the pin.

Rating: C. This wasn’t bad but it didn’t get better until after they got
done with the stupid computer nonsense. These feuds went on for a long
time and eventually the Foundation grew into a cool and complex four way
feud which almost got over huge but various things screwed it up. Decent
stuff here though.

He then opened Great American Bash 1991 in one of the worst ideas ever to
open one of the worst shows ever.

Bobby Eaton/PN News vs. Steve Austin/Terrence Taylor

Now those are some pretty weird teams. Austin is TV Champion and has Lady
Blossom and her rack of AWESOME with him. Oh, and this is a SCAFFOLD
match. It’s the capture the flag version too, meaning that you have to
have these guys crawl across the scaffold, get the flag and bring it back
to the other side. You can also shove both opponents off the scaffold but
since that would be entertaining, that’s not going to happen.

The heels (Austin and Taylor) stall for fear of going up and possibly,
you know, dying. After a few minutes we’re ready to “go”. Eaton walks out
to the middle and Taylor inches out to him. The scaffold is MAYBE three
feet wide so they’re barely able to move. Austin comes out and they stand
around a bit more. Actually there is a reason for these two to be
fighting: Eaton lost the TV Title to Austin.

Austin almost falls down as we’re waiting for contact. Their hands touch



after thirty seconds and Austin hits a weak punch. Eaton slams Austin’s
head into the scaffold, drawing Taylor out to help. This match is almost
two minutes in now so you can see what I’m dealing with here. The fat man
(News) comes out after Austin so Austin backs up again. Taylor comes out
instead and News shoves him into Austin at the end of the scaffold,
shaking the whole thing.

News and Austin fight in the corner as Taylor and Eaton go to the other
side. There are railings there which give the guys a bit more security so
they don’t have to be so worried about falling. Oh and the flags are the
same colors so you can’t tell which is which anyway. News and Eaton are
both on their stomachs and you can see that the scaffold is a freaking
piece of plywood.

All four go into the heel corner so Eaton grabs the flag and casually
walks across for the win. Wait that isn’t a win as Eaton comes back with
the flag. Lady Blossom hands Austin some spray of some sort which blinds
both of Austin’s opponents. Not that it matters as Eaton and News are
declared the winners anyway.

Rating: Agoobwa. WOW. I didn’t think it was possible for an opening match
to be this horrible. I was very, very wrong. I mean……WHAT IN THE FREAKING
WORLD WERE THEY THINKING??? You had four guys (one of them over 400lbs)
who were afraid that they would fall and break a major limb and you give
them three feet to walk around on? Back in the 80s they had some of these
and while they sucked, at least there were A, falls and B, A REASON FOR
THE GUYS TO FIGHT! Horrible, horrible thing (it’s certainly not a
wrestling match) but this isn’t on the guys in it one bit. They did all
they could out there safely.

Back to regular TV at Clash of the Champions XVIII with Taylor now full
heel as Terrance Taylor and part of the York Foundation.

Terrance Taylor/Tracy Smothers vs. Brian Pillman/Marcus Alexander Bagwell

Neither team has ever worked together before but injuries changed the
original match. The York Foundation is broken up and Taylor is now just
the Taylor Made Man and wears nice clothes. Pillman and Taylor get things
going as we hear about Pillman wanting a rematch against Liger after



losing the Light Heavyweight Title.

Pillman scores with some quick atomic drops and knocks down an invading
Smothers as well. Taylor comes back with a backbreaker for two on Brian
but everything quickly breaks down with the good guys clearing the ring.
They hit stereo dives over the top to put both villains down and the fans
are very pleased. Back in and Smothers scores with a back elbow to
Bagwell’s jaw and a clothesline gets two. Taylor comes in and snaps
Bagwell’s neck for two but Tracy’s splash hits knees.

Pillman comes back in by jumping over the top and hammering away on
Tracy. A big spinwheel kick gets a two count but Taylor comes in sans
tag, allowing for a double team when the referee is with Bagwell. Taylor
suplexes Pillman from the ring to the floor and brings him back inside
for a gutwrench powerbomb and a close two count. Tracy comes back in and
knocks Pillman off the apron with another jumping back elbow. Pillman
slingshots in with a clothesline to nail Tracy and everything breaks down
again. Brian dropkicks Taylor into Tracy, knocking him into a sunset flip
to give Bagwell the pin.

Rating: C+. This was a formula of taking four fast guys and putting them
into a match. Bagwell gets to have some ring time and earn a big more
experience which is all you can do with a young guy like him. Everyone
else looked good and the whole match worked very well. Two good matches
in a row to start the show.

Here he is with another very talented guy at Halloween Havoc 1991.

Terrance Taylor vs. Bobby Eaton

This should be good. Taylor slaps him around to start so Eaton offers him
a free shot. Eaton is the face here and it’s still York Foundation time
for Taylor. He takes Eaton down with an armdrag but the second one is
countered. Bobby speeds things up and Taylor bails to the floor. They go
to the floor and Eaton is sent into the barricade, but he backdrops
Taylor over the railing and into the crowd for a second.

Back in and Taylor tries to hide. Eaton blasts him with a right hand for
two and it’s off to a hammerlock. Rooster Boy gets out with a jawbreaker



and they go to the ramp. Eaton slams him down and hits a knee/splash off
the top to crush Taylor. Back in and Taylor sends him through the ropes
and into the barricade again. Taylor uses the break to go over to the
computer and York for more assistance.

The solution is apparently a corner clothesline followed by a knee drop
for two. They head to the ramp again and Eaton is put down by a gutwrench
powerbomb. Eaton slowly gets back in and takes a top rope splash for two.
We hit the chinlock which is broken somewhat quickly but a knee to the
ribs stops it dead. Taylor gets some more computer advice and apparently
is willing to settle for the countout.

That doesn’t work and Bobby comes off the top with a sunset flip for two.
Off to a reverse chinlock by Taylor but Eaton comes out of it with a
jawbreaker, just like Taylor did to him earlier. Taylor’s Vader Bomb hits
knees and it’s time for Bobby’s comeback. He pounds away in the corner
and suplexes Taylor down for two. A swinging neckbreaker puts Terry down
but Eaton goes up and gets crotched. Taylor’s superplex is broken up and
Eaton hits the Alabama Jam for the pin.

Rating: B. This was a great back and forth match. It’s amazing how much
more bearable Taylor is when he isn’t acting like a bird. The computer
gimmick got annoying after awhile but having him wrestle straight worked
pretty well. This wasn’t quite a masterpiece but it was a very solid
sixteen minute match and a nice change of pace.

And then a title match at WrestleWar 1992.

US Tag Titles: Greg Valentine/Terry Taylor vs. Freebirds

It amazes me how far tag wrestling has fallen. There are
midcard tag titles here. The Freebirds are faces here and for
the life of me I don’t get what was seen in Valentine and
Taylor as a team. There are two rings here which is always
kind of strange but it’s still cool. The Freebirds both use
the DDT here so they’re looking for the quick win. Fonzie from
ECW is the referee here.

Taylor and Hayes start us off and the fans more or less hate



Taylor. At least they’re smart. It’s just strange seeing the
Freebirds as faces. Also Greg Valentine is a champion in 1992.
What’s weird about this picture? A backhand chop is a judo
chop according to Jim. For those of you unsure, the Freebirds
are Jimmy Garvin (no one of note really) and Michael Hayes,
who is currently the head writer for Smackdown.

ALL Freebirds so far but this is a long match so there’s
plenty of time left. We’re about eight minutes in and the
champions haven’t been on offense longer than maybe 20 seconds
yet. I could watch Valentine fall on his face every day. It’s
just perfectly done. The heels take over for a bit and I
emphasize the bit part since Garvin takes over again to get us
to even.

Hayes gets a hot tag and cleans house. The crowd is hot
tonight which gives me a good feeling about the main event.
Hayes gets hit in the back of the head with the Five Arm,
Terry’s finisher but it only gets two. Fans are completely
behind the Freebirds. Taylor gets a gutwrench powerbomb for
two on Hayes which is a move I wish we saw more often. We’re
nearly fifteen minutes in and Jesse says it’s too early to go
for the figure four.

Valentine works on the arm which is just weird for him but
whatever. This has been a good match so I can live with that.
Another hot tag to Garvin and he cleans house. Everything goes
insane and Garvin gets a DDT on Taylor for the pin and the
titles. Solid opener and the crowd is happy so everything
worked. The titles would be retired in July so it’s not like
it means much.

Rating: B. Great opener here as the crowd was way into it and
the title change works well to open a show. Starting a show
with a good tag match is pretty much a universally good idea
and this was no exception. I’m not a fan of any of these four
but this was a very solid match and has me wanting to watch
more of the show, which is exactly the point of an opener.



It was back to the WWF soon after this, thankfully minus the clucking.
We’ll pick things up on Raw, February 22, 1993.

Crush vs. Terry Taylor

It’s another squash as Crush gets to throw Taylor around for a bit. The
interesting note during this match: Vince talks about Bill Clinton
appointing Hulk to head up his physical fitness council. That’s all well
and good, but we get a phone call from “Arnold Schwarzenegger” (Bartlett
doing a decent impression), ranting about how he wants that position.
Taylor hooks a chinlock and a jawbreaker before Crush throws him off. A
few power moves set up the Headvice on Taylor for the submission.

Rating: D. Seriously, WHAT IS UP WITH THIS BARTLETT GUY??? I get that
he’s a comedian, but that begs the question: if you want comedy, why is
Bobby Heenan not doing this role? He’s a funny guy and actually knows
what he’s talking about in wrestling. Bartlett is certainly trying but
he’s just not in the right role here.

Then it was back to WCW where we’ll wrap things up with a title match on
Saturday Night, January 1, 1994.

TV Title: Steven Regal vs. Terry Taylor

They tie up to start and fight to the corner for a break. After a quick
standoff they head back to the technical chain style. Taylor gets a nice
bridge to break out of a wristlock but Regal pulls him right back to the
mat. The fans chant USA because Regal is an evil dirty foreigner. Back to
the mat and Regal nips up to get out of a test of strength position. This
is going to be a mat based match and I didn’t expect anything else.

Taylor hooks a body scissors with his legs which goes on for awhile. Tony
talks about Flair being the new world champion, which is interesting when
you consider this was taped about three weeks before Starrcade. Taylor
keeps control and goes after the arm. Regal nips up again but Terry takes
him right back down. They go back to the mat and Taylor works the arm
even more.

The fans aren’t exactly thrilled with this, but then again they all got



in free which was a very common practice at this time. The mat based
technical stuff isn’t helping anything here. Regal takes over and it’s
more arm work. Now for a change of pace, Taylor works on the arm! Regal
gets up but Terry hooks a rollup for two. We’ve gone 12 minutes (not
quite) out of the 15 and they fight over a butterfly suplex. They fight
over a backslide which gets two for the challenger. That’s Taylor if you
weren’t sure of it. Off to a pinfall reversal sequence with Regal getting
the pin off a handful of trunks.

Rating: D+. Technically this was fine but at the same time the match
itself was really boring. The arm work is a very scientific style but as
you can see with the crowd like this, they don’t want to see technical
stuff. I love the old school style but stuff like this gets very boring.
These TV Title matches were usually a lot like this one though, which is
why the big showdowns were much better.

Terry Taylor is a guy that was a very solid hand in the ring but he never
got out of the midcard. Granted a big part of that is due to being best
known as a wrestling bird. On top of that there’s his name. Wrestling is
usually about masculine names and Terry really doesn’t work, especially
when it’s just a guy in trunks. He was good in the ring, but not good
enough to overcome all that.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new book on
the History of the Royal Rumble at Amazon for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00PZ1GR7E

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for under $4 at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00PZ1GR7E
http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

